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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and let K be a field. A finitely generated KG- 
module Mis said to be almost free if its restriction MH to any proper subgroup 
H of G is a free KH-module. M is not quite free if M is almost free but 
has no free direct summands. 
This paper discusses the existence of not quite free KG-modules. However, 
we shall restrict ourselves to the case where G is a p-group and K has charac- 
teristic p. If G is elementary abelian there exist not quite free KG-modules 
and there exist indecomposable ones of arbitrarily large dimension. But if 
G/G’ is not elementary abelian every almost free KG-module is free. If G 
is a 2-group which is not elementary abelian and which is generated by 
two elements, every almost free KG-module is free. This last statement 
leads to an extension of some results in [2]. 
This paper represents in part a continuation of the work in [2]. The 
results of that paper will be used extensively here. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper G is a finite p-group for p, a prime. Let K be a 
field of characteristic p. All modules are assumed to be finitely generated. 
For any subgroup H of G, i? = xhpH h E KG. Rad KH denotes the radical 
of KH. If H is generated by elements x1 ,..., x, write H = (x1 ,..., x,). 
For M a KG-module, MH is the restriction of M to a KH-module. 
LEMMA 2.1. -4 KG-module M is free if and only if the K-dimension of 
GM is (l/l G i) Dim, M. 
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Proof. Now e(KG) = KG is the unique minimal submodule of KG. 
If M = (KG)n then GM = (KG)” which has dimension 1~. 
Suppose Dim,(GM) = (l/j G I) Dim,M = n. Let eb, ,..., eb, be a 
K basis for GM. Then KGb, z KG for all i. Hence KGb, is a direct summand 
of M since KG is a Frobenius algebra (see [4]). The sum C KGbi is direct 
because of the independence of the elements Gbi. The lemma follows by a 
dimension argument. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let E be an extension of K. A KG-module M is not 
quite free if and only if the EG-module E OK M is not quite free. 
Proof. Suppose M is not quite free and T is a proper subgroup of G. 
Then Mr E (KT)“. So (E OK M), g (ET)“. Thus E OK M is almost free. 
But E OK M has no free summands since e(E OK M) = E ox CM = (0). 
If E OK M is not quite free, (E OK M), = (ET)” z E OK (KT)” for any 
proper subgroup T C G and some natural number n. Since Dim, p(E @ M) = 
(l/j T 1) Dim,(E @ M), Dim, TM = (l/i T 1) Dim, M and M, is free. 
Since as above GM = (0}, M has no free summands. 
Suppose H n G. If M is a KG-module N acts trivially on the submodule 
i?M. So g&r can be viewed as a K(G/H)-module. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let H be a proper normal subgroup of G. Let M be an almost 
free KG-module. Then l?M is an almost free K(GIH)-module. Moreover M 
is not quite free if and only if I?M is also. 
Proof. Let U be a proper subgroup of G/H. Then U = V/H for some 
subgroup V, H C V C G. Let xi ,..., xt be a complete set of coset repre- 
sentatives of H in I/. If X = 2 s, , P = X&. As U = (xiH}, 
Dim&(BM) = DimKvM 
Therefore (QM)” is a free module, and k!?M is almost free. 
M has no free summands if and only if GM = (0). But CM = XRM = 
o(Z?M). So M is not quite free if and only if E?M has no K(G/H) free 
summands. 
Define (G, H) to be a K-free pair if whenever M is a KG-module, whose 
restriction MH is a free module, M is a free module. Several results on K-free 
pairs were proved in [2]. 
Let G’ denote the commutator subgroup of G. We can now prove 
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THEOREM 2.4. Suppose G/G’ is not elementary abelian. Every almost free 
KG-module is free. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 we can assume that G’ = (13. Then G must 
have a cyclic direct factor S with ( S 1 > p. Write G = S x T. Let U be a 
nontrivial proper subgroup of S and let H = U x T. By [2, (3.1), (3.3)], 
(G, H) is a K-free pair. If M is an almost free KG-module MH is a free 
KH-module. So M is free. 
3. (p, p)-GROUPS 
Throughout this section G = (x, y} is an elementary abelian group of 
order pa. We wish to construct a class of not quite free KG-modules. 
Let 
A= 
I 
D 
and B= L -* . . . . /> (3.1) D I 
where I is a t x t identity matrix and there are p blocks in each row and 
column of A and B. Let 
44 
u 
D(s,n) = D = 
[ . 
. : . . 
I 
, (3.2) 
u c(7r) 
where there are s blocks in each row and column, C(V) is the companion 
matrix for a polynomial r E K[Xj, and 
O 
u= i 0 
[ I- 
0 
1 0 .*a 0 
Let L(s, n) denote the KG-modules on which the actions of x and y are 
given by the matrices A and B, respectively. The dimension of L(s, 7r) is 
pt = p * s . u where u is the degree of z-. If v = X - q for some q E K, 
write L(s, q) for L(s, r). 
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LEMMA 3.3. If rr is irreducible over K, L(s, rr) is indecomposable. 
Proof. If L(s, n) = L, @L, by the Krull-Schmidt (L& and (L,)(,> 
are free modules. Let a, ,..., a, be a K(x) basis for (L&,, and let a,,, ,..., a, 
be a K(x) basis for (L,)(,, . If a,n+j = (x - l)iaj, 1 < i < p - 1, 
1 < j < n the matrix for x relative to this basis is again A. If R is the change 
of basis matrix RAR-l = A. Therefore 
R= . . . . . . 
where R, is nonsingular. So 
RBR-1 = 1 . . R,DR;l I 
This implies D is similar to 
This is impossible since the minimal polynomial and characteristic polynomial 
of D are both TF. (See, for example, [6, Chap. III].) 
LEMMA 3.4. Let = be irreducible over K. Suppose E is an extension of K 
which contains all of the distinct roots q1 ,..., q,. of rr. Then E &L(s, n) 
is a direct sum of modules of the form L(u, qJ, for some natural 
numbers u. 
Proof. The matrix D in (3.2) is similar over E to a matrix consisting 
of diagonal blocks D, ,..., D, where each Di is of the form D(u, X - qj) 
for some natural number u and some j. (See [6].) 
PROPOSITION 3.5. If 7~ is irreducible and 7~ # X - r for any Y in the 
prime$eld GF(p) _C K, then L(s, rr) is a not quite free KG-module. 
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Proof. By Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 3.4 there is no generality lost in 
assuming that K contains all roots of V. So assume w = X - q for some 
4 E K 4 $ GF(P). Clearly L(s, +z) is a free module. If H is any other sub- 
group of order p, H = (xty) for some t. The matrix of xty is 
So the matrix of I? = (~“y - I)“-l is 
Since 4 6 GIQ), Det(t1 + D) = (t + q)sU # 0 and t1 + D is nonsingular. 
Hence the dimension of gL(s, n) is (I/p) Dim,L(s, Z-). By Lemma 2.1 
L(s, T)~ is a free module. Since e = (X - l)p-l( y - ])‘-I, &5(s, 7~) = (0). 
Therefore L(s, 7~) is almost free but not free. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose VT~ and rr2 are irreducible polynomials. Then 
L(Sl Y rl) s L(s, , rz) if and only if s1 = s2 and rl = rL, . 
Proof. The “if” part is obvious. So suppose L(s, , rl) s L(s, , r2). Let 
ui be the degree of rTi . By a dimension argument slur = szuz . 
For i = 1, 2, let A,, Bi , Di be the matrices for L(s~ , rt) as in (3.1) and 
(3.2). Then there exists a change of basis matrix P with PA,P-1 = A, 
and PB,P-1 = B, . Since A, = A,, P must have the form Pl p2 Pl
P= I I. . . . . . . * p, p2 Pl
This means P,D,P;1 = D, . 
771 = 57’2. 
But this is impossible unless s, = sg and 
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4. ELEMENTARY ABELIAN P-GROUPS 
Let G = (xi ,..., x,) be an elementary abelian p-group of order 9”. 
For each i pick an integer ei with 0 < ei < p - 1. Let 
g(e, ,..., e,) = fj (xi - l)“i E KG. 
i=l 
LEMMA 4.1. The set 3’ = {g(e, ,..., e,)} is a basis for KG. 
Proof KG has a basis consisting of the elements 1 and y - 1 for all 
LEG. Wecanwritey=IJxTiforO<a(<p-1. Ifa,bEGthereis 
the relation 
ub - 1 = (u - 1) + (b - 1) + (a - l)(b - 1). 
Using this relation repeatedly we can write y - 1 as a linear combination 
of the elements of 9 with coefficients in the prime field GF(p). 
LEMMA 4.2. (Rad KG)n(~-l) # (0) but (Rad KG)n+l)+l = (0). 
Proof. g(p - 1, p - l,..., p - 1) # 0. But any product of n(p - 1) + 1 
of the basis elements for Rad KG is zero. 
LEMMA 4.3. For any t, (Rad KG)t has the set LYt = {g(e, ,..., e,) 1 
e, + .. . + e, > t> us a basis. 
Proof. Clearly Pi C (Rad KG)t. Suppose 01 E (Rad KG)t. Write 
0~ = 5 u(el ,..., en)&, ,..., 4, 
where u(e, ,..., e,) E K. Let u be the least integer such that u(e,‘,..., e,‘) # 0 
for some sequence e,‘,..., e,’ with e,’ + ... + e,’ = u. Then 
ag(p - 1 - e,‘,..., p - 1 - e,‘) = u(e,‘,..., e,‘)g(p - l,..., p - 1) # 0. 
But org(p - 1 - e,‘,..., p - 1 - e,‘) E (Rad KG)t+a(p-l)--u. Hence t - u < 0 
and u > t. This says 01 is in the span of &. 
For each j = 2, 3,..., n, let nj be a polynomial which is irreducible over K. 
Let Ni(sj , ~~j) be the KG-module on which xi acts trivially if i # 1, j and 
whose restriction to (xi , xl) is isomorphic to L(sj , TV). More specifically, 
there exists a basis for Nj(si , rrj) relative to which the matrix for xi is the 
identity if i f 1, j and the matrices for xj and x1 are A and B, respectively, 
as in (3.1) where s = si and x = n’i . Again if m = X - 4, p E K write 
N?(s, Q) instead of Nj(s, r). 
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The following is one of the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose there exist elements q2 ,..., qn E K such that the set 
M? -.* q$ 1 e2 + e3 + ... + e, < p - I} is linearly independent over GF(p). 
Then the module 
M = Kh 9 qd OK N&a 3 qs) OK ... OK N&n 7 qn), 
is a not quite free KG-module fey any positive integers sa ,..,, s, . 
The independence condition means there exist no elements a(ez ,..., e,) E 
GF(p) not all zero, with 
c a(e, ,..., en) qi* ... q2 = 0. 
e,+".+e,gP-l 
For each i = 2 ,..., n, let m(i, 1) ,..., m(i, si) be a K(x,)-basis for Ni(si , qi). 
Assume that this basis is chosen as in (3.1) so that 
(x1 - 1) m(i, j) = qi(xi - 1) m(i, j) + (xi - 1) m(i, j + 1) (4.5) 
if j < si and 
(x1 - 1) m(i, si) = qi(xi - 1) m(i, si). (4.6) 
LEMMA 4.7. The elements h( j, ,..., j,) = m(2, j ) 0 **. 0 m(n,AJ for 
1 < ji ,( si generate M. 
Proof. Let V = (x, ,..., x,). Now 
@Q,iJ 0 -.* 0 mh 311)) 
= (x2 - l)“-l m(2, j,) @ ... @ (xn - I)“-’ m(n, j,) f 0. 
So the elements ph( jz ,..., j,) are linearly independent. This implies 
Dim,pM>s,...s, = (l/~+~)(ps,) ... (ps,) = (l/i V I) Dim, M. This can 
only happen if M, is a free module with KV-basis consisting of the elements 
4.L ,...,A$ 
LEMMA 4.8. Let e, + ... + e, = (n - l)(p - 1) where 0 < ei < p - 1 
for alli. The elementg(e, ,..., e,) h( jz ,..., j,)generates a minimal submodule of M 
for any j, ,..., j, . Hence if 0 E (Rad KG)(n-l)(ppl)+l, BM = (0). 
Proof. Let fi = p - 1 - ei for all i. Then 
f(e, ,..., 4 U ,...,j,> 
= (x1 - l)“[(xa - l)ezm(2, js) 0 +*a @ (x, - l)%n(n, ill)] 
= r(f, ,..., f,) q2(xz - l)‘-lm(2, j,) @ *.. @ q2(xn - 1)8-1m(n,jn) + 0 
= r(f2 ,...,f,) q? .** q2i%(jz ,..., j,) + 0, 
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where 6’ is a K linear combination of elements of the form I%(Z, ,..., I,) 
for Zi aji all i and Zi >ji for some i. Here y(fi ,...,fJ = e,!/(fa! . ..fn!). 
Since e, < p this is not 0 modulo p. This follows from (4.5) and (4.6). But 
Rad KG . PM = (0). The last statement in the lemma now follows from 
Lemma 4.3. 
We are now prepared to prove the theorem. Let H be any maximal sub- 
group of G. Then I?E (Rad KG)(+l)(“-l). So we can find coefficients 
a(e, ,..., e,) E GF(p) such that 
A= c 43 ,..., e,)g(el ,..., e,) + 8, 
e,+.'.+e,=(n-1)(y-1) 
where /I E (Rad KG)(‘l-l)(p-l)+l. Now let b(f, ,...,fJ = a(e, ,..., e,) where 
fi=p-1-e<,er+“*+e,=(n-l)(p-l).Then 
where y is a K-linear combination of elements of the form I%(Z, ,..., In) 
for Zi 3 ji all i, and Zi > ii for some i. Since 
by hypothesis, the dimension of Z%VZ is ss -.. s, . Hence MH is a free KH- 
module. Since M has no free direct summands it is not quite free. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let K be any jieZd of characteristic p. There exist not quite 
free KG-modules. 
Proof. If K is an infinite field there exist q2 ,..., qn E K satisfying the 
condition of Theorem 4.4. 
Suppose K is a finite field. Let us define a sequence K = Fl C F, C 1.. $ F,, 
of extensions of K as follows. For each i = 2,..., n, let Fi = K(qi) = F,-,(qi) 
be an extension of Fi-, of degree at least p. Then the elements 1, qi ,..., 4p-l 
are linearly independent over Fiel . Hence in F, the elements qg2 ... ~2, 
0 < ei < p are linearly independent over GF(p). This still holds if qi 
is replaced by u(qi) where 0 is an automorphism of Fi . Now let vi be an 
irreducible polynomial in K[X] satisfied by qi . Note that any other root 
of ri is a conjugate of qi under an automorphism of Fi . Let M = Nz(sz , r2) 
& ... ox: ~n(%z 3 ‘rr,). We claim M is not quite free. 
We need only show that F, OK M is not quite free. By Lemma 3.4 
F, @ Ni(si , ni) is a direct sum of modules of the form Ni(u, qi’) where 
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u is a natural number and qi’ is a root of ri. Theorem 4.4 now implies 
that F, & M is a not quite free KG-module. 
LEMMA 4.10. Suppose 7~~ ,..., nTT1l. are polynomials in K[X] such that 
M = N,(s, ,7r2) OK ... & N,(s, , .ir,) is not quitefree.Let U = (x2 ,..., x,-J. 
Then i?M z thT,(s, , n,J (t copies of N,(s, , 77,)) for some positive integer t. 
Proof. Let N = N,(sa , ~a) OK ... & NozM1(sn-i , v,-,). Now ON is a 
sum of trivial KG-modules. So ON = tl(G) where t = (l/l U I) Dim, N 
and where l(G) is the identity KG-module. The elements of U acts trivially 
on Nds, , x,). Therefore 
~A4 = ON OK N,(s, , n,) = tN& , .rr,). 
COROLLARY 4.11. If K is infinite there exist an infinite number of non- 
isomorphic indecomposable not quite free KG-modules of dimension tpn-l, 
for any positive integer t. 
Proof. Since K is infinite there are an infinite number of different 
sequences qz ,..., 4% satisfying the condition in Theorem 4.4. In fact we can 
assume the qn term is different in any two of these sequences. Let 
M(q, ,...> qn) = X(1 > qz) OK . .. OK Nn-I( 1, qn--1) Ox Nn(t> t-d. 
Now M(q, ,-.., q,J G M(a’,-., CL’) only if (oM(q, ,..., sJ)c~,,~~~ E-W, qn) 
is isomorphic to ( oM(q2’,..., qn’))( z,,mlj g L(t, qn’). By Proposition 3.6 this 
happens only if qn = qn’. If M = M(q, ,..., qn) decomposes so does OM, 
but this is not the case. 
COROLLARY 4.12. Let K be any field of characteristic p. There exist inde- 
composable not quite free KG-modules of arbitrarily large dimension. 
Proof. Let rTTz ,..., nn be irreducible polynomials such that M = 
N,(l, z-.J @ ... @ N,(t, n,) is not quite free. As before i?M z uN,(t, w,) 
for some integer u > 0. The corollary follows from the fact that t can be 
made arbitrarily large. 
Not all not quite free modules can be formed by the process given in 
this section. For example, let G = (x, y, z) be an elementary abelian group 
of order 8. Suppose 1, p, 4 E K are independent over GF(2). Let M(p, q, r) 
be the KG-module on which the actions of x, y, 2: are given by the matrices 
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for any r E K. M is not quite free and M(p, q, Y) = M(p’, q‘, r’) if and 
only if p = p’, q = q’, and r = r’. Also M(p, q, r) g N,(l, p) OK Na( 1, q) 
if and only if 7 = pp. Of course this calculation depends on the choice of 
generators for G. If generators different from X, y, x are chosen it is possible 
to get M(p, q, r) as a tensor product where r f p . q. But every such tensor 
product will have the property that Y is in the field obtained by adjoining 
p and q to GF(2). The proof of this is left to the reader. 
In the case p = 2, if M is not quite free then (x1 - l)M L (Rad KV)M 
where VC (xa ,..., x,). This is not necessarily the case whenp # 2, although 
it is required that (X - l)p-I&’ C (Rad KV)M. For example, let G = (x, y) 
be elementary abelian of order 9. Suppose q E K, q 4 GF(3). The matrices 
4x) 
A(Y) 
= 
= 
-1 
0 I 
1 0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 1 
1 0 
‘1 
1 1 
t 0 1 1 
o-q2 q 0 1 
.o 0 0 0 1 1  7 
define a not quite free representation of G. Since this is a cyclic KG-module 
it is indecomposable. 
5. ~-GROUPS 
Throughout this section K will be a field of characteristic 2. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let G = (x, y 1 x4 = y2 = 1, yxy = x3), the dihedral 
group of order 8. Every almost free KG-module is free. 
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Proof. Suppose M is a not quite free KG-module. Then (1 + x2)M 
is a not quite free K(G/H)-module, where H = (x2). Let -: G -+ G = G/H 
be the quotient map. By Basev [l] or Conlon [3], or Heller and Reiner [5], 
- - 
(1 --+ x2)M has a basis relative to which x, y have matrices 
where B is nonsingular and I is the t x t identity matrix. Suppose this 
basis is b, ,..., b,, . Let ai E M be elements such that (1 + ~“)a~ = bi , 
1 < i < t. Then as in [2], if atfi = (1 + ~)a~ , u2t+i = (1 + .x2)ai , and 
a 3t+i = (I + x)“u~, the elements n, ,..., udt will be a K-basis for M. Relative 
to this basis .Y and y have matrices 
where C, D, E, F are to be determined. Since (M( Y))~ is the identity, D = 0 
and F = BCB-l. Also M(y) M(x) W(y) = (&Z(X))~, This implies B = I. 
This leads to a contradiction since 
A(q) = A(x)A(jq = [; ;] . 
Hence (I + x2)&’ is not an almost free KG-module as assumed. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let G be a 2-group generated by at most two elements. 
If G is not elementary ubeliun every almost free KG-module is free. 
Proof. We can assume 1 G 1 3 8. There exists a subgroup H a G such 
that 1 G/H I = 8, and G/H is not elementary abelian. If G/H is cyclic or 
isomorphic to Zz x 2, the proposition is proved by Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 
2.4. If G/H is dihedral use Proposition 5.1. If G/H is quaternion use [2, (5. l)]. 
THEOREM 5.3. If G is a generalized quaternion group and H is a nontrivial 
subgroup of G, (G, H) is a K-free pair. 
Proof. Let G = (x, y / 9” = y2, x2”+’ = 1, yxy-l = x-l). Now 1 G 1 = 
2n+a and by [2, (5.1)] we can assume 71 > 1. If H is any nontrivial subgroup 
of G then x2n E H. Let M be a KG-module such that MH is a free module. 
Then M<r~nj is a free module. Every maximal subgroup of G is either cyclic 
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or a generalized quaternion group of order 2”+l. By induction on j G j, 
M, is a free module for any maximal subgroup U. Hence M is an almost 
free KG-module and by Proposition 5.2 it must be a free module. 
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